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An in-depth overview of katalon studio 7's phenomenal features: Katalon Studio is a simple and easy-to-use solution for web, API, mobile and desktop automated tests. The latest version – Katalon Studio 7 (KS7) comes with very significant changes, along with basic features and updates
including Smart Execution, Desktop Application Testing, Artifact Testing, Private Plugin Capabilities and much more. Let's take a look at these new features! Katalon Studio 7: Full overview of the best code automation tools without codeThis tutorial will introduce you to the various exclusive
features offered by Katalon Studio 7 for your easy understanding of the tool. Before that, you can download the link tool below. It's free.= &gt; Get Katalon Studio from the official websiteLet's Start!! Desktop App TestingThis exciting feature comes with the new version of KS7. You can now
implement your desktop application automation scripts. KS7 supports automated selenium testing for windows 10 and Windows Server 2016 user interfaces, including Windows Universal Platform (UWP), Windows Presentation Foundation (WPF), Windows Forms (WinForms) and Classic
Windows (Win32). You can run tests locally (on macOS and Linux) or remotely test the application from another Windows device. If you are familiar with Spy Tool or Record and play testing capabilities on the web or mobile, then you can use them for desktop application testing under the
names Spy Windows objects and Save Windows action. These features help reduce configuration efforts. This way, your teams can now minimize configuration steps and focus more on audit locators, enrollment actions, and more. There's also a wide range of built-in Windows keywords to
simplify certain test steps, as well as expand testing capabilities. KS7 meets testing needs across all automation platforms, including web application, API, Mobile Apps, and Desktop App Testing right now. Smart Waits And ExecutionMost web applications have already been developed
using Ajax and Javascript techniques. This way, sometimes the page will be loaded successfully by web browsers, but the items on this page may not be ready or loaded at different time intervals. Automating such web applications can be difficult, and you may fall into the trap of time
problems. This case is usually dealt with by two different types of waiting: Explicit and implicit waiting. Explicit waiting is a code that you set to wait for a specific condition to appear before proceeding with further steps. Silent waiting tells WebDriver to make an inquiry to DOM (object model
document) with a certain time while trying to find the web item or items if they are not available on the web But even if you set an explicit or implicit wait, you still need to use an item that is not yet loaded by an Ajax or Javascript call and receive an exclusive message. Misunderstanding or
not following the best practices of implicitness and explicit waits can lead to unpredictable waiting times a new feature in Katalon Studio 7 called Smart Waits can solve these problems. This feature helps detect a failed item loaded on the Website without any additional scripts. Smart Wait
will tell WebDriver to wait for the page to complete before all operations are performed, and the mechanism will make sure that all front end processes, including Javascript or Ajax, complete their work before performing the next automation step to reduce failures. You can turn on allow from
project settings to apply Smart Wait to all web elements in a test project or use it only for certain test items. The SharingKatalon Studio 7 artifacts test allows exporting and importing test artifacts into various projects with test artifacts sharing. This feature is convenient when working on
multiple projects and you want to share or reuse test artifacts to increase the reuse of the test. Test artifacts include test cases, test subjects, profiles, and custom keywords. This feature brings a lot of benefits and saves time instead of recreating the things that are already there. Private
Plugin and Offline ActivationIn previous versions, if you want to install and use plugins, you need to download from www.store.katalon.com. But the latest version allows you to create private plugins and distribute them directly without having to upload to the Katalon store. Private plugins are
used only by authenticated organizational users and are not for public use. There are three options for you: Katalon Store and Local: Katalon Studio will install plugins from the Katalon store and the Plugins folder of each project. Catalan store: Katalon Studio will install plugins only from the
Catalan store. Local: Katalon Studio will only install plugins from the Plugins folder. The new version is also equipped with new privacy and security features that support offline activation mechanisms and address network security compliance needs. There are many reasons for businesses
to worry about cybersecurity. Internet connection can lead to exposure to sensitive information at different angles of attack, thereby creating space for hackers to use. If an instrument cannot be separated from the Internet, additional measures must be taken to ensure security. When
projects and data are stored locally, data and files will not have a chance to break through the Internet. Additionally, any Internet connection mechanisms such as version updates or data usage statistics may be excluded in the Enterprise license. Custom test data sourcesStarting from
version 7.0.0, Katalon Studio users can configure additional database sources with the supported JDBC driver field. JDBC stands for Connecting java database. JDBC is a JAVA API for and execution of the database request. These settings allow you to set up a global database connection
to be used in other Katalon Studio features. Katalon Studio supports the following databases: MySQL, SQL SQL and Postgres.Test objects and custom keywords RefactoringTest object Refactoring is an opportunity to view and manage unused test objects. This feature gives you an idea of
which objects are useful and easy to organize and thus keep them up to date. For significant and long-term projects, this feature is critical for maintaining clean and clean objects on your site. An unused test object can be any Web service, web service, mobile, Windows test object to which
you are not specified in a test case, test listener, or keyword and must be removed from your project. Custom keyword refactorization is the new feature that lets you move a custom keyword from a package to another. Katalon Studio updates the new package ID and keyword in test scripts
accordingly. In addition to the features listed above, KatalonStudio 7 includes other functionalities, such as support for manual uploading of test collection results in KatalonTestOps, Connecting to Git via SSH, Allowing to customize test Explorer, custom keywords refactoring, etc. Moreover,
Katalon Studio was built on top of Selenium, which is the most popular tool for open source automation, but has been improved with advanced features and reliable stability. If you are a lover of Selenium, then you will certainly love Katalon and what it can do for your automation projects.
We hope this tutorial helped you understand the new features in Katalon Studio 7. You can download Katalon Studio for free on katalon's website.Have you tried 7 Catalan Studio already? Please share your experiences/queries in the comments below. Presentation, manipulation and
storage of information are important functions necessary for your business management. These basic tasks are usually performed using a suite of office automation software, such as Microsoft Office. Unfortunately, this software can be expensive if you need to install it on multiple
computers. Fortunately, you can take advantage of office automation software for small businesses without incuring high costs. This is especially true if your business does not require specialized applications and you do not need to perform significantly complex tasks with your software. For
example, Google Docs provides a powerful set of web applications that you can use for free. Also, a group of developers from OpenOffice.org have collaborated to create a set of free software tools for office automation that compare favorably with the Microsoft Office suite. OpenOffice
offers a wide range of compatibility with the more familiar file types of software files in the office, including .doc, .ppt, .xls and .pdf. Best of all, the software of the is free of charge and there are no licence fees required for its use. Writer is a fully functional program for word processing and
desktop publishing software package that is suitable for business use. He has all the that you would expect to see in a professional word processor, such as formatting, applying styles, spell checking, auto-complete, and much more. And it is easy enough to use for beginners to write a
quick note, while being powerful enough for the author to write a full book. Calc is a spreadsheet program that is intuitive (making it easy to learn), but has a full set of digital data analytics tools. This spreadsheet package is powerful enough to allow you to perform your tasks with numbers
quickly and efficiently. Calc is a substitute for Microsoft Excel. Impress is an exclusive presentation software package that allows you to deliver your message in a clear and exciting way. With impress tools included, you can create simple presentations in minimal time, but it's complicated
enough to create the most complex and stunning presentations you can imagine. Impress is a replacement for Microsoft PowerPoint. Base gives you all the power of a fully functional database program. You can define tables, forms, queries, and reports that match your business's special
data processing needs. To help you effectively create your database programs, Base provides easy-to-use wizards that speed up the development process. Base is a substitute for Microsoft Access. Draw allows you to draw everything from a quick sketch to a complex set of plans and even
allows you to make layouts and organizational diagrams. You can then manipulate objects on the screen to create realistic images and graphics that will present your ideas in a clear and concise way. Drawing is a substitute for Microsoft Visio. You can learn more about OpenOffice and its
office automation software, including how to download and install it for your business by going OpenOffice.org. OpenOffice.org.
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